
LARIMAR
    Hardness : 4.5 - 5
Larimar (also lorimar) is a rare blue variety of pectolite found only in the 
Dominican Republic, in the Caribbean. Its coloration varies from white, 
light-blue, green-blue to deep blue. The deep blue variant is known as volcanic 
blue.  It belongs to the triclinic crystal system and offers a chemical composition 
of NaCa20si3O8(OH). 
    
Metaphysical Properties: Larimar is a blue stone, said to reflect and vibrate to 
the higher frequencies of the spiritual "Ocean of Love and Mercy." Larimar  
assists in releasing self-imposed bonds and limitations. It aids one in feeling 
freedom and independence from inappropriate burdens and in letting go of 
attachments. It is associated with the throat chakra, and is therefore used in all 
areas of communication and when seeking answers to questions. 

Corresponding astrological sign : LEO
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